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This paper presents the preliminary wind tunnel characterization of a microelectrome-
chanical systems (MEMS)-based capacitive floating element shear stress sensor. The float-
ing element structure incorporates interdigitated comb fingers forming differential capac-
itors, which provide electrical output proportional to the floating element deflection. A
compact sensor package combined with a synchronous modulation/demodulation system
facilitates mounting in a flat plate model located in an open-loop low-speed wind tunnel.
Particle image velocimetry is used to measure the boundary layer velocity profiles for lam-
inar, transitional and turbulent flows. The mean wall shear stress estimated from profile
curve fits is in agreement with MEMS sensor output.

Nomenclature

C capacitance
Cf skin friction coefficient, 2τw/ρU

2

E Young’s modulus
g01 primary comb separation
g02 secondary comb separation
Le element length
Lf comb finger length
Lt tether length
N number of comb fingers
Q electric charge
U time-averaged freestream velocity at 70 percent chord

u∗ wall friction velocity,
√
τw/ρ

u+ normalized streamwise velocity, u/u∗
u time-averaged streamwise velocity
Tt tehter/element thickness
V voltage
Vout output voltage
Vbias bias voltage
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We element width
Wf width of the sensor fingers
Wt tether width
y wall normal direction
y+ wall normal direction normalized by viscous wall unit, yu∗/ν
Z impedence
β Clauser’s equilibrium parameter
∆ displacement of sensor floating element
δ boundary layer thickness
δ∗ displacement thickness
θ momentum thickness
ν kinematic viscosity
Π Coles’ wake parameter
ρ fluid density
τw wall shear stress
ω angular frequency

I. Introduction

Time-resolved characterization of complex, three-dimensional, wall-bounded flow fields, specifically the
fluctuating wall shear stress field, is difficult if not impossible with the current set of research tools.

Comprehensive reviews of the existing shear stress measurement techniques are available from Haritonidis,1

Winter,2 and Naughton and Sheplak.3

One motivation for obtaining a real-time, quantitative wall shear stress measurement is the potential
impact to characterization, design, and control of fluidic systems. A MEMS shear stress sensor enables the
direct measurement of wall shear stress, and is therefore invaluable to the reduction of skin friction and
consequently drag. An extension of this is the study of flow separation, which often results in unfavorable
effects such as increased pressure drag, increased effective body volume, flow losses, and stall. The flow
control community would greatly benefit from the ability to make a time resolved, vector measurement of
wall shear stress in order to detect and likely predict separation. As a feedback mechanism, the sensor would
enhance a controller’s ability to suppress and even prevent separation.4 Beyond drag reduction, wall shear
stress is important for the broader characterization of flow physics. The ability to make a wall shear stress
measurement would provide information about momentum transfer to the wall and overall flow state. Such
information could help steer the design process to lower drag on aerodynamic (and hydrodynamic) surfaces.

This work transitions the dual comb drive floating element sensor developed by Chandrasekharan et al.,5

from the bench top to the wind tunnel through the development of the appropriate mixed-signal circuitry
and packaging of the sensor into a 12.7 mm diameter cylindrical plug. The sensor is installed into a flat
plate wind tunnel model and the measurements are compared with accompanying particle image velocimetry
(PIV) measurements. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the
sensor system and briefly outlines the mechanical modeling and the electronics used to support the chosen
capacitive transducer. This includes details for the packaging design for the sensor and the latitude of
testing it allows. Section III outlines the experimental setup including an overview of the model and tunnel
into which the sensor is installed. Section IV discusses the preliminary results of the sensor and the PIV
measurements, used as the benchmark by which the performance of the shear stress sensor is assessed.
Section V summarizes results and conclusions drawn from this work.

II. MEMS Shear Stress Sensor

This section provides an overview of the shear stress sensor structure and electromechanical transduction
mechanism. The details of the interface circuitry are followed by a discussion of the packaging. This section
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concludes with a discussion of the bench-top characterization of a packaged device in preparation for wind
tunnel testing.

A. Floating Element Sensors

A floating element sensor consists of a moving flush mounted element over which a shear stress is integrated.
The floating element is connected to tethers which serve as restorative spring forces. The transducer possesses
either a displacement sensor or a force-feedback system to directly relate the floating element displacement
to the integrated shear force. A general floating element structure is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. General floating element structure.

Conventional floating element sensors possess inherent limitations in the measurement of complex tur-
bulent flows. As outlined by Winter2 they include alignment error, errors due to gaps required for release,
spatial resolution, and cross-axis sensitivities. Using MEMS-based devices mitigates many of these error
sources due to the small scale of the floating elements and gaps in MEMS floating element sensors.3 The
main challenge in the development of MEMS based sensors is the realization of a stable, sensitive, low-noise
position sensor.

In order to transduce the change in element position to an electrical signal, capacitive,6−12 optical,13−16

and piezoresistive17−20 transduction mechanisms can be used. In order to provide high sensitivity, while
minimizing cross-axis effects, capacitive transduction is chosen for this study.

B. Capacitive Shear Stress Sensor

The sensor used in this work is a differential, floating element, capacitive transducer developed by Chan-
drasekharan et al. Full details of this device are available in Chandrasekharan et al.5 A brief summary of
the operating principles is included below.

1. Mechanical Modeling

The structure of the sensor consists of four tethers supporting a floating element which displaces under an
input shear force. Following modeling by Schmidt et al.,21 the sensor is modeled as a pair of clamped-
clamped beams with the floating element as a point load. Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is used to translate
an input shear force to a displacement assuming small deflections. The displacement due to an input shear
force can be expressed as

∆ =
τwWeLe

4ETt

(
1 +

NWfLf

WeLe
+ 2

WtLt

WeLe

)(
Lt

Wt

)3

, (1)
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where We and Le are the width and length of the floating element, Wt and Lt are the tether dimensions,
Wf and Lf are the finger dimensions, N is the number of fingers, and Tt is the thickness of the device, all
shown in Figure 2. The dimensions for the sensor tested are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Floating element structure with dimensions shown.

We Le Lt Tt Wt Wf Lf g01 g02 N

1 mm 1 mm 1 mm 45 µm 15 µm 20 µm 170 µm 3.5 µm 20 µm 31

Table 1. Sensor dimensions.

2. Capacitive Transduction

The interdigitated comb fingers on either side of the floating element make up a differential capacitive bridge
which when a voltage bias is applied results in a voltage output at the shared node of the bridge. Deflection
of the floating element due to an input shear force changes the distance between the comb fingers, changing
the capacitance of the bridge. As the sensor moves, and the capacitances across the comb fingers change,
the charge on them remains constant. By definition, the charge on a capacitor is equal to the product of the
capacitance and the voltage across it

Q = CV . (2)

A capacitance change produces a change in voltage. This change in voltage is measured and related back to
displacement and thus shear stress.

Capacitance as a fundamental circuit element is only defined in terms of a differential, meaning capac-
itance is not defined for mean displacement and an applied dc bias voltage. Another term in which this is
described is impedance. The impedance of a capacitor is equal to

Zcapacitor =
1

jωC
. (3)

The sensor is a differential pair of capacitors. The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3. At zero frequency,
the impedance is infinite and thus any changes in capacitance are undetectable. This is clear by examining
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the output voltage Vout,

Vout =
ZC2 − ZC1

ZC2 + ZC1

Vbias, (4)

which is undefined at ω = 0.

Vbias

-Vbias

C1

C2

Vout

Vbias

-Vbias

Vout

Z1

Z2

Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of the differential capacitor shear stress sensor.

In order to detect dynamic changes in the floating element position, no additional considerations beyond
impedance buffering must be made in the interface circuitry. However, in order to detect mean displacement
a frequency must be present so that the device has a real impedance. If the sensor is biased with a sinusoidal
voltage the output of the sensor will be modulated up to that frequency band. In order to keep require-
ments on data acquisition systems down or to use this sensor as a direct feedback signal for flow control, a
synchronous modulation/demodulation (Synch MOD/DMOD) system is implemented.

3. Interface Circuitry

The interface circuitry consists of two segments, the immediate interface buffer and the signal conditioning
Synch MOD/DMOD. Given that the order of the capacitance is in the picofarad range, the nominal device
impedance is very high. This makes the device particularly susceptible to electromagnetic interference. By
placing a unity gain operational amplifier at the sensor output, the impedance is buffered down to nominally
a short circuit, reducing the opportunity for interference. This amplifier must be placed as close as possible
to the sensor output in order to maximize its effectiveness as an impedance buffer. The buffer amplifier must
have a low input capacitance as the input impedance of the amplifier is in parallel with the sensor, acting as
an attenuating parasitic. The output of the buffer is still modulated up to the frequency of the bias voltage,
so the output of the buffer will be fed directly into a Synch MOD/DMOD system in order to return the
sensor information to baseband so it can act as a feedback signal. The power spectral density (PSD) of a
modulated spectrum and its corresponding baseband signal are shown in Figure 4.

Synch MOD/DMOD can be achieved using multiple circuit topologies, however the requirements on noise
floor and phase limit the number of solutions that can be implemented for a fluid dynamics application. To
properly demodulate the mean shear stress signal while still preserving the directional information, an active
rectifier envelope detector is implemented. The bias signal is used to create a digital synchronization signal
which controls the rectifier, preserving the phase of the sensor’s signal. A block diagram of this approach is
shown in Figure 5.

An additional benefit to having to modulate and then demodulate the sensor output is it provides a
certain immunity to low frequency noise. Before the rectification stage, any contributions to the signal
below the bias frequency are filtered out. This means that the low frequency noise characteristics of the
immediate interface circuitry is filtered.
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Figure 4. Example of a modulated spectrum.
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Figure 5. Synchronous modulation/demodulation block diagram.

C. Packaging

The use of MEMS as shear stress sensors has been demonstrated in bench top setups for years. Specifically,
MEMS devices developed to measure shear stress that employ capacitive transduction have been in develop-
ment for over 20 years.5,7, 8, 21 All of these devices remained bench-top demonstrations capable of calibration
but not of model integration or use in wind tunnel environments due to a lack of packaging development.
As part of the sensor design, a robust cylindrical shaped package was developed to house the shear stress
sensor and allow for the impedance buffering amplifier to be placed as closely to the high impedance device
as possible in order to prevent electromagnetic interference. In addition to the immediate buffering of the
sensor signal the cylinder is a grounded aluminum sleeve which acts as a Faraday cage to further protect the
sensor system from interference.

The sensor itself is flush mounted into a printed circuit board (PCB). Bond pads are patterned onto
the PCB, and allow for the backside connection of the interface circuitry. The sensor is wirebonded to the
PCB with gold wire that does not exceed 100 µm in height, such that the sensor can still be considered
hydraulically smooth for most low speed applications.

The sensor package size is a 12.7 mm outer diameter tube that is 19.0 mm long. This is a significant
reduction from the bench top device reported by Chandrasekharan et al.5 As a comparison, these two
packages are seen next to each other in Figure 6. The low cost, small tube design allows for novel installations
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Figure 6. Newly developed package (A) shown in comparison with packaged device of Chandrasekharan et
al.5 (B) and a U.S. quarter dollar coin.

into scale models with a high channel density.

D. Characterization

The packaged devices are calibrated using Stokes’ layer excitation that provides a known fluctuating shear
stress by means of a controlled acoustic field.22 Both the device sensitivity and the frequency response is
educed from this experimental setup, which is delineated in Chandrasekharan et al.5 The sensor is flush
mounted into the wall of a square duct with reference microphones located on the opposite duct wall, as
seen in Figure 7. The reference microphone is a 3.18 mm (1/8 inch) B&K Type 4138 microphone. Plane
waves generated by a BMS 4590P compression driver (speaker), mounted at one end of the plane wave tube
(PWT), propagate along the length of the tube. The PWT consists of a square duct with 25.4 mm sides,
which has a cut-on of 6.7 kHz frequency for higher order acoustic modes. A B&K PULSE Multi-Analyzer
System (Type 3109) acts as the microphone power supply, data acquisition unit, and signal generator for
the compression driver.

Techron 7540 Power

Supply Amplifier

B & K Pulse 

Analyzer System

PC

Acoustic Plane 

Wave

Shear Stress 

Sensor
Speaker

Microphones

Rigid

Termination

R=1

PressureVelocity

Standing Wave Pattern

Figure 7. Schematic of the PWT setup for the dynamic sensitivity of the shear stress sensor.
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A dynamic shear sensitivity is obtained with a rigid termination, which is used to establish a standing
wave pattern in the PWT (Figure 7). The sensor is placed a quarter wavelength (based on the driver’s 1.128
kHz operating frequency) away from the termination such that the velocity (and shear stress) is maximized
and the pressure is minimized at this location. By repeating this test for multiple sound pressure levels at the
same frequency, a curve of output voltage versus input shear is generated in order to extract sensitivity. The
sensor is tested at two bias voltages resulting in a normalized sensitivity of 1.34 mV/V/Pa, or a sensitivity
of 10.8 mV/Pa at an 8 V bias. The resulting calibration curve is shown in Figure 8, demonstrating that the
sensor is linear up to the limits of the test-bed of 1.8 Pa and is predicted to be linear up to 5 Pa.
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Figure 8. Calibration data for the packaged capacitive shear stress sensor.

The frequency response of the sensor is obtained by replacing the rigid termination with an anechoic
termination (780 mm long fiber glass wedge) to enable plane progressive waves, which minimize acoustic
reflections. This setup is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Schematic of the PWT setup for the frequency response of the shear stress sensor.

Using the same experimental technique and varying the frequency of the acoustic wave, the frequency
response function of the sensor is estimated. For this sensor, the resonance of the mechanical structure is
4.6 kHz, which is within 10 percent of the estimate by Chandrasekharan et al.5 from the lumped element
modeling analysis. The error in the determination of this frequency response function follows the analysis
completed by Schultz et al.23 The system exhibits the behavior of a second order system, with a peak in
magnitude at resonance, and a 180 degree phase shift also at resonance, both of which are shown in Figure
10.
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Figure 10. Frequency response function of the capacitive shear stress sensor.

III. Experimental Setup

The sensor is flush mounted to a flat plate model at zero angle of incidence such that the streamwise
pressure gradient is negligible. In order to quantify the accuracy of the measurements, the shear stress on
the wall is calculated indirectly from the measured boundary layer profile in the absence of the sensor. The
velocity profiles are measured using PIV. Of all the indirect methods to measure the wall shear stress (e.g.
hot-film, oil film, etc.), PIV is among the most desirable along with laser doppler velocimetry because of its
non-intrusive nature.

However, optical-based techniques carry inherent challenges for measuring near surface fluid velocity. For
channel flow with favorable or zero pressure gradient, the boundary layer has a large velocity gradient normal
and adjacent to the wall due to viscous shear. The measurement must provide adequate spatial resolution
within the boundary layer in order to adequately fill the near-wall boundary layer profile, fit the profile to
a known profile shape (laminar or turbulent), and extrapolate the profile’s slope at the wall by use of the
fitted profile shape. This goal is hindered by the intense surface reflection typical of classic PIV laser sheets
and the thin nature of boundary layers. The former issue is mitigated by the optical transparency of the flat
plate’s acrylic surface, and the latter is resolved by powerful optics that provide high spatial resolution. In
this section, the details of the experimental setup and equipment are described.

A. Flat Plate Model

Flow across a flat surface at zero angle of incidence is a practical, if not ideal, means of measuring shear
stress, both directly via the sensor and indirectly via PIV. The lack of surface curvature minimizes potential
sensor alignment and installment complications and consequently reduces the intrusiveness of the sensor
packaging. The flat surface also simplifies the alignment for optical-based fluid measurement techniques very
near the surface. A flat plate model is thus the experimental platform applied here for quantitative shear
stress measurements in a standard wind tunnel.

The 2-D flat plate model geometry begins with a 4:1 (major axis to minor axis) elliptic leading edge
and terminates with a blunt trailing edge. The thickness-to-chord ratio is set as 9.5 percent with chord and
span lengths of 40.2 cm and 30.5 cm, respectively. The leading and trailing edge parts seen in Figure 11
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Figure 11. Parts and assembly of the flat plate model.

are prototyped from a 3-D printer and polished for smooth transition to the upper and lower flat plates.
Both plates are manufactured from optical acrylic to allow light transmission for PIV measurements of
the boundary layer velocity. The thicker upper plate 12.7 mm has a 6.35 cm diameter circular cutout for a
matching plug that houses the sensor. The plug center is placed at 70 percent chord and midspan as depicted
in Figure 11. The packaged sensor device is centered within the circular plug. The lower plate thickness is
minimized to 2.82 mm in order to maximize the available space for the sensor packaging and probing wires.
The wires exit the model interior and wind tunnel via a hollow aluminum support rod. A clear acrylic plug
replaces the sensor plug during PIV measurements. A static pressure port just upstream of the plug is used
in conjunction with a stagnation tube to measure the local freestream velocity on the upper flat plate portion
of the model. The differential pressure is read with a Heise steady pressure transducer. A 12 mm wide, 0.38
mm thick strip of Glasfaser Flugzeug-Service zig-zag turbulator tape is placed along the span of the airfoil
at 25 percent chord to trip the upper boundary layer for the “tripped” cases. This tape is seen in Figure 12
at the interface of the leading edge part and the upper flat plate. All run conditions are repeated without
the tape for “untripped” boundary layer measurements.

Figure 12. Photograph of the flat plate model with blank plug inserted.
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B. Wind Tunnel

The experiments are conducted in an Aerolab open-loop low-speed wind tunnel with a test section that
measures 30.5 cm by 30.5 cm by 61 cm in height, width, and length in flow direction. Upstream, the test
section is preceded by an aluminum honeycomb, two anti-turbulence mesh screens and a 9:1 contraction
section. The airspeed is controlled by a variable frequency motor fan aft of the diffusion section. An external
PID controller sets the test section velocity by referencing the static free-stream pressure from a static
pressure ring at the beginning of the test section. The model-free test section freestream velocities range
from approximately 4 to 45 m/s. For the experimental results that follow, the model leading edge is placed
at the central test section height and 10 cm downstream from the test section entrance.

C. PIV Setup

A New Wave Research PIV MiniLase Nd:YAG laser is coupled with adjustable focal length optics and a -20
mm focal length cylindrical lens in order to generate a laser light sheet for PIV measurements. As shown
in Figure 13, the light sheet enters the test section through the ceiling. The vertically oriented light sheet
is aligned with the midspan pressure taps. The transmission of the laser sheet through the upper surface
severely reduces the strong incident reflections that are typical with surface PIV measurements. This permits
accurate PIV correlations very close to the surface and well within the boundary layer.

0.5h

c = 40.2 cm

0.5t

t = 3.81 cmU∞ h = 30.2 cm
2t

x

y

Laser Sheet

Region Size

0.04c x 0.04c

L = 61.0 cm

Figure 13. Experimental setup depicts laser light sheet for PIV measurements of region “A”.

The images are captured with a LaVision Image Pro X 4M camera with 2048 pixel by 2048 pixel resolution
coupled with a 200 mm Nikon lens and a 2× teleconverter. The camera is positioned outside the tunnel
sidewall, with the optical axis placed just above the upper surface and normal to the laser sheet. The region
of interest is 70 percent of the model chord length. The laser and camera are synchronized by a LaVision
external programmable timing unit that is controlled by LaVision DaVis 8.0 image acquisition software. The
particle seeding for the free-stream is produced by a TSI 9307-6 Laskin nozzle atomizer. The seeder is placed
upstream of the tunnel entrance and aligned so that particles pass through the light sheet directly above the
upper surface of the model.

The acquired PIV image pairs are processed with LaVision DaVis 7.2 software. Most datasets consisted
of 1000 image pairs for each run condition but some of the low-speed, laminar acquisitions are limited
to 500 or 750 image pairs. The general processing steps are described as follows. First, local minimum
intensity background frames are computed and subtracted from the raw image pairs. This step increases
the contrast between the bright particles and the illuminated background by reducing the influence of static
background intensities. Then, surface regions and areas with poor particle density are masked (ignored)
before multigrid processing consisting of two passes of 64×64 pixels2 interrogation windows with 50 percent
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overlap followed by two refining passes of 32×32 pixels2 interrogation windows with 50 percent overlap. This
spacing translates into an effective spatial resolution of 0.12 mm for the vector field. In between passes,
outliers are reduced by applying a recursive spatial outlier detection test.24 The final vectors are tested for
outliers via the multivariate outlier detection test,25 an ensemble-based technique.

IV. Experimental Results

Shear stress measurements are made across a range of free stream Reynolds numbers using the novelly
packaged shear stress sensor in a flat plate model. The sensor measurements are compared to calculated
shear stress from PIV boundary layer profiles. Figure 13 shows the approximate size and location of the
acquired PIV vector fields. The vector fields are time-averaged for a dc shear stress comparison between
sensor (direct) and PIV (indirect) measurements.

In the experiments, the local freestream velocity is varied from approximately 4 to 40 m/s for 10 run
conditions for PIV measurements and 47 run conditions (includes baseline measurement for no flow) for
the shear stress sensor measurements. Another set of experiments for the same run conditions is repeated
but with turbulator tape placed at the beginning of the flat plate portion of the model in order to incite
an instability and transition the boundary layer to turbulence earlier than would naturally occur. It is
important to note that because the tape does not always “trip” the boundary layer, both laminar and
turbulent boundary layers are measured regardless of the presence of the tape. As such, the tripped boundary
layers that do not transition are ignored in the subsequent analysis. These ignored data correspond to the
lowest three of the ten total tunnel run speeds for the tripped condition.

A. PIV

After the PIV vector fields are processed, the time-averaged velocity is computed from the instantaneous
velocity profiles extracted at 70 percent chord. Depending on boundary layer type, the average streamwise
profiles are fit using a nonlinear least squares curve fit in MATLAB to either the Blasius boundary layer
profile or Musker’s equation for a turbulent boundary layer.26,27 Because the complete set of 20 profiles is
too exhaustive for the purposes of this document, one laminar boundary layer and one turbulent boundary
layer are included to demonstrate the extraction of average shear stress.

Uncertainty analysis for the derived shear stresses is completed via Monte-Carlo simulations consisting
of 10,000 iterations. In each simulation, the average streamwise velocities and wall normal coordinates of
the boundary layer profile are perturbed independently based on the uncertainty of the PIV data, and the
perturbed profile data points are fit to the appropriate profile shape. The total uncertainty in the time-
averaged velocity is comprised of the random uncertainty of the sampled means and the bias uncertainty of
PIV correlations. The random uncertainty is derived based on the equations of Benedict and Gould.28 The
derivation for the bias uncertainty follows the approach described by Coleman and Steele29 and applied to
PIV data by Murray and Ukeiley.30

1. Laminar Boundary Layer

The laminar velocity profile included for analysis here is untripped with a local freestream velocity of ap-
proximately 11.6 m/s. The time-average of 500 velocity profiles along with its uncertainty and Blasius fit
are plotted in Figure 14. Note that the uncertainty region is shaded gray and barely visible because of the
small fluctuations and the large sample size. The average streamwise velocity appears to adequately match
the Blasius profile for a laminar, zero pressure gradient boundary layer.

The average wall shear stress is extracted from the Blasius fit as approximately 0.11 N/m2. Finally, other
boundary layer parameters, such as displacement thickness and momentum thickness, are estimated from
the measured data and included in the figure. Note that the estimated shape factor H of the profile is 2.58,
which is close to the 2.59 expected value of an ideal Blasius profile.
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Figure 14. Untripped laminar boundary layer.

2. Turbulent Boundary Layer

For higher freestream velocities, the boundary layer at 70% chord transitions from laminar to turbulent for
both untripped and tripped conditions, though obviously not at the same freestream velocity. The example
turbulent boundary layer included in this section is tripped and has an average local freestream velocity of
approximately 28.3 m/s. This PIV dataset consists of 1000 vector fields. Once the time-average streamwise
velocity profile is fit to Musker’s equation, the velocity is normalized by the wall friction velocity u∗ and
plotted in Figure 15a versus the log10 scale of y+ = u∗y/ν, where ν is the kinematic viscosity and (ν/u∗) is
the viscous length scale.31 The fitted profile is also included.

The measured profile is noticeably lacking in data for the viscous sublayer and buffer layer. The height
of the viscous sublayer, computed as y+sub = 5,31 is approximately 57.6 µm for this flow condition. This is
equivalent to approximately 7.8 pixels in the acquired PIV image. Obviously, the velocity within the sublayer
is spatially averaged across the entire 32×32 pixels2 interrogation window. In fact, the height of one window
with the base aligned at y = 0 (which it is not) corresponds to y+ = 20.6, which is well into the buffer layer.
Spatial averaging is obviously a major issue in resolving the inner layer because of the short height and small
development length associated with this boundary layer. Thus, the inertial layer and wakelike outer layer
are relied upon to fit the profile using Musker’s equation.27

The same profile is duplicated in Figure 15b, but shown on linear axes to better demonstrate the shape
of the boundary layer, the accuracy of the line fit, and the size of the inner layer relative to the overall
boundary layer thickness. The wall shear stress obtained from the estimation of u∗ is 2.03 Pa. This shear
stress is even slightly beyond the 1.8 Pa maximum reached in the plane wave tube calibration. Additional
boundary layer parameters are obtained from the fit of the profile and displayed in Figure 15a.

By recognition of Coles wake parameter Π, one can approximate the pressure gradient across the flat
plate. Using the polynomial correlation provided by Das32

β ≈ −0.4 + 0.76Π + 0.42Π2 (5)

and the definition of Clauser’s equilibrium parameter

β =
δ∗

τw

dp

dx
, (6)
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Figure 15. Tripped turbulent boundary layer (a) normalized by wall friction velocity and the viscous wall unit
and (b) normalized by local freestream velocity and boundary layer height.

the approximate pressure gradient is estimated as -0.32 kPa/m for this flow. This indicates that this profile
is experiencing a slightly favorable pressure gradient.

3. PIV Shear Stress Analysis

In order to assess the validity of the PIV boundary layer results, the measured skin friction is compared to
empirical and derived correlations from literature. The skin friction correlations applied here for turbulent
flow across a smooth flat plate are Prandtl’s power-law relation, a power-law curve fit based on momentum
integral analysis, and the so-called “exact” inner variable solution derived by Kestin and Persen33 and later
simplified by White.34,31 For laminar flow over a flat plate, Blasius’ solution provides the skin friction
relation. These relations are summarized in Table 2.

Unfortunately because the relevant downstream distance x of the boundary layers is difficult to determine
due to the elliptical leading edge and the presence of turbulator tape, the PIV data is best compared by
considering Reynolds number based on boundary layer thickness δ rather than the physical downstream
distance from the plate leading edge. In order to do so, Prandtl’s power-law is used to relate Reδ to Rex for
the turbulent boundary layers as

Reδ ≈ 0.16Re6/7x . (7)

Blasius’ skin friction relation is easily adjusted in a similar manner based on the definition of δ99%, the wall
normal height at which the streamwise velocity component is 99 percent of the local freestream velocity. The
skin friction coefficients from the PIV boundary layers are plotted in Figure 16 versus Reδ along with these
four relations.

B. Shear Stress Sensor

The output of the shear stress sensor is separated into two distinct signal paths. The dc signal is low pass
filtered using a SRS 760 low noise-amplifier with selectable bandwidth, implementing a 1Hz, single pole low
pass filter. A National Instruments PXI-4462 data acquisition card is dc coupled and acquires this signal.
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Turbulent boundary layer

Prandtl31 Cf ≈ 0.058Re
−1/5
x

Power-law curve-fit31 Cf ≈ 0.027Re
−1/7
x

“Exact”33,34,31 Cf ≈ 0.455 ln−2(0.06Rex)

Laminar boundary layer

Blasius26,31 Cf = 0.664Re
−1/2
x

Table 2. Skin friction correlations for flow over a smooth flat plate.
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Figure 16. Skin friction coefficient Cf for a smooth flat plate for turbulent and laminar flows, showing PIV
data and theory.

As the chosen comparison method is PIV, the dc data is considered in this work. The shear stress at each
freestream velocity is found by dividing the sensor output signal by the measured sensitivity of 10.8 mV/Pa
for an 8 V bias as determined via Stokes’ layer excitation. The measured shear stress is shown in Figure
17, with shaded uncertainty bounds showing the 95 percent confidence intervals for both the sensor output
voltage and the freestream velocity measurements. The figure clearly demonstrates the sharp deviation in
the measured shear stress as the boundary layer transitions from laminar to turbulent. Notice the shear
stresses with and without turbulator tape follow the same trend in the laminar portion until the tripped
boundary layer transitions at approximately 14 m/s local freestream velocity. The untripped boundary layer
does not transition until approximately 32 m/s, but both occur for Reδ of approximately 5× 103.

The figure also includes the wall shear stress estimated from the PIV measurements. The shear stresses
educed from both the sensor’s output voltage and the PIV profiles show good agreement for all flow condi-
tions.

V. Conclusion

By means of a novel packaging design and newly implemented circuitry, a MEMS-based capacitive shear
stress sensor is transitioned into the surface of a flat plate model within a standard open-loop low-speed
wind tunnel. The sensor is placed at 70 percent chord, on the upper flat plate of the model. The dc shear
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Figure 17. τw educed from sensor output and PIV profiles vs. measured tunnel freestream velocity.

stress is measured over the operational range of wind tunnel speeds and these direct sensor measurements are
compared to another indirect method. For this paper, the indirect method chosen is two-component PIV.
Because PIV is a technique to measure field velocity, the shear stress at the sensor location is extrapolated
from the near wall boundary layer profile. More specifically, the shear stress is obtained from a suitable fit
of the boundary layer to a known profile shape–either laminar or turbulent–for uniform flow over a smooth
flat plate. The shear stress sensor’s mean results compare favorably to the mean shear stress extrapolations
based on the PIV boundary layer profiles.

The data agreement is encouraging given the sensors ability to track the mean wall shear stress differences
between laminar and turbulent flows from a simple Stokes’ layer calibration. Furthermore, the sensor output
range appears suitable for detection of boundary layer separation, although the dynamic range and full linear
extent of the device is yet to be validated due to the limited maximum shear stress of the current calibration
process. Still, this device demonstrates strong potential as a feedback sensor for flow control applications
and proves to be a practical means of measuring wall shear stress on an aerodynamic surface.

VI. Future Work

As the sensor’s capability for directly measuring dc wall shear stress in both laminar and turbulent flows
has been verified against a PIV measurement, the sensor can now be implemented as a method by which
separation is detected. By installing several sensors along the chord and span of a model, separation can
be measured and possibly controlled by using the sensor’s output as a feedback signal. Perhaps with even
more potential in this area is the ac component of the sensor. The next step for this device is the assessment
of frequency content from the ac signal of the shear stress sensor by comparisons to an unsteady pressure
transducer and hot-wire anemometry.

Additionally, the sensor design can be improved by future generations of fabrication. Decreasing the
floating element size will result in decreased spatial averaging effects and an overall larger bandwidth. By
implementing through-wafer-interconnect technology, front-side wirebonds can be eliminated from the sensor
structure, making it more hydraulically smooth.
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